THE RIGHT PARTNER CAN REDUCE YOUR TCO
Elanders takes a consultative approach to client partnerships, through which we jointly identify areas to reduce costs
and develop solutions that positively impact your brand, free up invested capital, create new market opportunities,
reduce expenses, and improve profitability. We provide solutions that reduce waste, drive down operating costs, reduce
business risks, and provide consistency in product and brand of our customer’s materials across the globe.
Dedication to the constant improvement of our solutions has had a positive impact on our customer’s total cost of
ownership. Below are just a few examples.

SUSTAINABILITY IMPACT
Elanders Americas’ solution was featured in the 2013 Caterpillar Sustainability report (page 39 of the report).
The solution yielded the following results:
•
•
•
•

Eliminated the need to store literature inventory in a 50,000 square-foot warehouse
Reduced literature warehouse space by 90%
Reduced shipping costs by an average of 80% for overseas facilities
Eliminated the emission of more than 600,000 kg of CO2 into the atmosphere

INVENTORY DEPLETION
A Fortune 100 equipment manufacturing company had a total print-to-inventory strategy that desperately
needed restructuring. Elanders worked with the customer to create an inventory depletion strategy to
systematically reduce inventory and move to a just-in-time printing model. The first year alone, the customer
recognized $750,000 in scrap and inventory savings. The remaining inventory was reduced through the
inventory depletion and transition process, providing an additional $1.4 million in savings. By the end of the
transition process, 8,000 sq. ft. of warehouse space was freed up.

STREAMLINED PROCESSES
The Process Management segment of a Fortune 100 industrial control products manufacturer realized $4M in
quantifiable ROI just through streamlined business processes suggested by Elanders. Integrations with ERP and
reporting systems, single-source publishing, and enhanced supplier extranet sites were just a few of the
technological advances provided by Elanders’ team of knowledge experts.
Elanders continually works with partners and supplier partners to revolutionize the way our
clients do business.
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